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Outcome of SPICE workshop on theme 4: Cumulative Impacts and
Maximum Allowable Pressures on Habitats (CIM WS 1-2017)
Background
SPICE is a HELCOM coordinated project, co-financed by the EU, for implementation and development of key
components for the assessment of status, pressures and impacts, and social and economic evaluation in the
Baltic Sea marine region. The project is designed to contribute directly to the finalization of the 'Second
HELCOM Holistic Assessment of Ecosystem Health in the Baltic Sea ' that is carried out by HELCOM through
the HELCOM HOLAS II project.
The aim of the workshop was to discuss the results achieved so far under Theme 4 of the SPICE project, to
further develop the method for assessing the extent of lost and disturbed underwater habitats, as well as to
advance the work on the approach to define threshold values allowing for assessment of environmental
status. The main emphasis of the workshop was to collect input to support the ongoing work related to the
definition of threshold values for benthic habitats, adapted to the different characteristics within each region
or subregion. The workshop further focused on the more theoretical discussion of how thresholds could be
used when setting common approaches for the establishment of environmental targets.

Introduction
The workshop was held on 27-28 September 2017, at the premises of the HELCOM Secretariat, Finland.
The meeting was attended by representatives from Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Germany, Lithuania, Poland
and Sweden.
Jannica Haldin, HELCOM Professional Secretary, welcomed the participants to the workshop.
The workshop was chaired by Georg Martin, Estonia, and Janne-Markus Rintala, HELCOM Secretariat, acted
as secretary of the workshop.

Agenda Item 1 Opening of the workshop and adoption of the agenda
The meeting made small modifications to the agenda, as contained in document 1-1.

Agenda Item 2 Introduction
The chair Georg Martin (EMI) gave an overall presentation of the SPICE project aims and ongoing activities
(Presentation 1))

Spatial datasets developed for the first version of the BSPII
Spatial data layers, their components and the process of assessing cumulative impacts for the first version of
the ‘State of the Baltic Sea’ report were presented by Joni Kaitaranta, HELCOM Data coordinator
(Presentation 2).

Methods to support assessment of extent of habitat loss and disturbance
The meeting took note of and discussed the benefits and detriments of the following presentations:
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How broader and more detailed hierarchical levels could be tackled within the same assessment
(Presentation 3),
Estonian Case study (Presentation 4),
Conceptual guidelines for integrated pelagic habitats, discussing options and suggestions for future
work to be addressed (Presentation 5),
Ongoing red list assessments of threatened habitat types in Finland (Presentation 6).

Agenda Item 3 Definition of adversely affected habitats
The meeting took note of lessons learnt from work done across the Baltic Sea on impacts of trawling on
structure, function, tolerance and recoverability of the benthic ecosystem (Presentation 7) as well as of novel
results on the efforts of modelling to find thresholds for cumulative impacts and maximum allowable
pressures on habitats (Presentation 8).
Based on the information in presentation 8 four main topics where discussion and wider expert input could
be considered of added value had been selected. The workshop continued its work in four separate breakout
groups, each of which discussed and provide suggested solutions to the following selected topics:
Q1. When modelling to find threshold values, how should biological (or raw) data be
aggregated? Should it e.g. be calculated as an average or a maximum coverage (e.g. per 1 km
grid cells). Or should indices be used instead of raw data (e.g. biodiversity indices, sensitive
species indices)? What are the strengths and weaknesses of these approaches?
Q2. Data quality. How to deal with no data areas? Data quality is very varied spatially, resulting
in dissimilarity of the information, e.g. whether a lot of “pressures” have been reported vs.
not reported? How to deal with data where temporal resolution is outside the
pressure/impact indices? Include or exclude them?
Q3. Should the pressures be modelled together (as indices) or modelled individually? If they
are modelled individually, how could the individual results be used to reach a cumulative
approach? What are the strengths and weaknesses of either approach? How do we define the
contribution of each pressure if done in isolation and integrated in the end (as “cumulative”
impact)?
Q4. Should the modelling be done at a Baltic Sea wide (fulfilling the regional approach and
enabling a regional assessment), or should modelling be done on a sub-basin level and then
presented as a patchwork map? Should it be done only at a national level, where data is finer
and more accurate (coherent)? What are the strengths and weaknesses with each approach?
The direct outcome of these group discussions containing all of the answers provided by each of the four
break-out groups were compiled and scanned copies of the answers are provided below. The workshop then
reconvened for plenary where each of the groups presented their notes and each question was opened for
general discussion.
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Main conclusions:
Q1: When modelling to find threshold values, how should biological (or raw) data be aggregated?
Should it e.g. be calculated as an average or a maximum coverage (e.g. per 1 km grid cells). Or
should indices be used instead of raw data (e.g. biodiversity indices, sensitive species indices)?
What are the strengths and weaknesses of these approaches?

Figure 1. Q1 notes for group 1:
-More aggregated indices also on the ecological side, combined with the spatial aggregation.
- When monitoring the effects of specific pressures you should be specific. Loss might be caused e.g. by loss of substrate.
-aggregate based on e.g. salinity or light-similar locations.
-How to account for e.g. salinity? Microscale differences, what should be used for GES?
- Time aspect, previous vs current values?
- Does indices help reduce natural variability?
- Spatial match of coarse data compared to point data
- Use sensitive species? But sensitivity is different in different places.
- Problems finding pressures explaining the differences in BQI (Benthic Quality Index): likely due to differences in substrate?
- Number of stations in “unit” influence the results->dependent on aggregation principle
- Sampling method/gear, natural variation-> can give large differences.
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- Method x data problems?

Figure 2. Q1 notes for groups 2, 3 and 4:
Group 2:
- Spatial aggregation and aggregation of biological features=possible
- Aggregation of data collected obtained by different methods= usually not possible
Group 3:
Should data be aggregated? It depends, thresholds for what? Species/taxon groups? Habitats/functional groups? Impact?
Average or max? It depends..
Should indices be used instead of raw data? Always keep/store raw data and metadata. This is our key to dealing with what
we don’t know today but tomorrow. BUT indices are useful when checked against raw data and against each other (index
vs index), what does threshold mean?
Remember that threshold and “shifting baselines” need to be accounted for.
Group 4
Calculate indicator out of raw data
Aggregation scale of indicators should respond to aggregation scale of pressures
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Discussion in plenary Q1:
Answers and approaches between groups varied a lot, from “Loss of substrate being difficult to distinguish”
to “natural variation hard to separate from large scale variations”. Furthermore, the following concern was
pointed out: “if you aggregate, how do you choose aggregation principles?” Spatial aggregation is possible,
but to what degree? An indicator is already aggregated. What scales to use is very depend on the indicator,
or pressure in question.
According to the MSFD, you need to define the amount of adversely affected habitat that is still above the
GES threshold but pressures are causing these adverse effects, which could push the habitat below the GES,
should this somehow be accounted for separately?
Sif indices were to be used in the place of raw data then some of the indices which could be used are rather
complex. The more complex the more intrinsically aggregated they tend to be. How do we account for this
aggregation?
Option: area, how many km2 are below the threshold values. If 10% is below, is that OK? The extent of used
as a threshold value. And/or the quality or condition of the habitat
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Q2: Data quality. How to deal with no data areas? Data quality is very varied spatially, resulting in
dissimilarity of the information, e.g. whether a lot of “pressures” have been reported vs. not
reported? How to deal with data where temporal resolution is outside the pressure/impact indices?
Include or exclude them?

Figure 3. Q2 notes for groups 1, 2, 3 and 4:
Group 1:
-

Include but add uncertainty layer or warning?
Different reporting of different pressures in different regions?
Ecosystem components, uncertainty map (Symphony)
Pressure might have existed for so long that the ecosystem already shifted, e.g. cables: for how long does the impact last?
Log of ecosystem components (abudances) to reflect potential areas
In general time periods should match
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-

Include potential values
Logging of effects
Spawning season?
Maps of vulnerability over season

Group 2:
-

Biological date-> possible to extrapolated using scientific modelling
Environmental date -> partly possible to extrapolate
Pressure date -> cannot be extrapolated in most cases
When extrapolation is possible, uncertain layers should be produce
Temporal mismatch for pressure/biology data can be:
o Resolved when effects are strong (e.g. habitat loss)
o Party predicted, prediction ability negatively correlates with decrease of disturbance level

Zonation based on buffers (using literature data, expert judgement, can be introduced into spatial
pressures)

Group 3:
-

How to deal with no data areas
o Need to be addressed NOW

Change how this is reported is missing data missing or a real zero

HELCOM can/should care for the data that it gets, i.e. code the level of reporting i.e the sensitivity or
at least when there is certainty that a zero is a zero

Take care of data gathered(/used) in HELCOM projects, that these are (all) properly stored!

Group 4:
-

Distinguish between no data and no presence (to have zeros included)
Data gaps should result in exclusion of the data within assessment units
For the temporal resolution it has to be decided case by case if the pressure is still relevant (if yes it should be included)

Discussion in plenary Q2:
An overall concern in the answers to this question was how to deal with no data vs. data mismatch?
Conclusions during the discussion leaned towards that it would be important to include all data, however
add a notification for areas where data is missing. Another questions raised was how to decide on general
guidelines for how long does an impact lasts? And how to deal with an ecosystem which is already changed,
and therefore missing a baseline?
Here biological data can be used for extrapolation, however environmental data can only partially be
extrapolated. For several kinds of pressure data, extrapolation is impossible (e.g. dumping areas) due to small
scale local effects that can’t be aggregated. Pressures also change over time so for pressure data there is a
temporal aspect that needs to be taken into account. Data also shows mismatch with regards to resolution.
For habitat loss, e.g. dredging area is possible to estimate spatial and temporal effects, but for disturbance,
this is much more difficult as it depends on the level and type of effect.
Data storage and reporting. The data reported is in some cases still too vague: is 0 really zero, or does it refer
to “not measured”. This has a potentially large impact on the final modelling, and on how to present the
results and information to the decision makers.
Gaps in data. Extrapolation should be considered critically e.g. if a pressure is temporal, but the effect
remains. Should it still be treated as if the pressure is present? Or should this be requalified/identified. Here
it becomes important whether we are looking at just presence/absence of the pressure or at a quantitative
assessment of the pressure.
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Q3: Should the pressures be modelled together (as indices) or modelled individually? If they are
modelled individually, how could the individual results be used to reach a cumulative approach?
What are the strengths and weaknesses of either approach? How do we define the contribution of
each pressure if done in isolation and integrated in the end (as “cumulative” impact)?

Figure 4. Q3 notes for groups 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Group 1:
Group 2:
-

Individual!
Normalized
(Impact -> scores based on sensitivity values)
Find sample sites where pressure is affecting the most
We lack the magnitude of the pressure
Recoverability vs the actual time to recover… difficult to estimate.
Individual pressure -> specific management of particular pressure, local scale
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-

All pressures modelled -> management of larger areas (regional scale) and aggregated picture on distribution of human
activities
Cumulative approach possible by a) arithmetic summation b) weighted summation
Contribution of pressure possible to classify using expert judgement and assessing longevity (short/long term pressure) and
frequency

Group 3:
Model pressures individually: goal to see the impacts in habitats, important to see the effect of individual pressures -> also
important for management if “correcting moves” needed, cumulative indices not informative for these purposes
Ranking the severity of different pressures (for contribute of pressures); rank for groups of organisms or individual species?
Classify pressures by their temporal effect and the intensity of pressures
Use sensitivity indexes
Identify top pressures: physical pressure easier to point out, but not necessarily the dominant ones
are cumulative impact indices easier or more difficult for planners/managers?
Group 4:
modelled individually
relevant pressures can be combined

Discussion in plenary Q3:
It is important that the sample size is defined, as well as what is used for the normalization. Knowledge about
recoverability: what is the actual time an ecosystems needs in order to be able to recover?
Analysis of individual pressures.
It would be important to have the possibility to separate pressures in order to exclude pressures which aren’t
relevant in cases where the data contains large amounts of “noise”.
The cumulative effect of pressures is not adequately presented simply by the number of pressures prevalent
in a certain area, as the total cumulative impact can be larger than the sum of the impact of the individual
pressures. However, providing only a value for total cumulative impact of a given area is uninformative from
a management point of view, as in order to manage the cumulative impact of an area you need to know
which of the pressures existing in the area contribute with what proportion of the total impact.
There is a need to identify in which way cumulative impacts would be used for management: to identifying
the impact of a given pressure in relation to others or to identify areas that have the highest total impact, i.e.
where many different pressures are cumulating. For management purposes it would be useful to know which
pressures are causing adverse effects to be able to evaluate whether they can be mitigated or eliminated but
knowing where to focus the management is equally important.
For modelling purposes, individual pressures are much more relevant. There is a risk of masking of the impact
of an individual pressure when data is accumulated as this tends to increase the proportion of “noise”. If
pressures are valuated separately, it is plausible to end up in a situation with several thresholds. The
modellers expressed the concern that the lack of basic knowledge, even the conceptual knowledge to
evaluate the hypothetical ecological effects, is making the modelling exercises meaningless.
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Q4: Should the modelling be done at a Baltic Sea wide (fulfilling the regional approach and enabling
a regional assessment), or should modelling be done on a sub-basin level and then presented as a
patchwork map? Should it be done only at a national level, where data is finer and more accurate
(coherent)? What are the strengths and weaknesses with each approach?

‘

Figure 5. Q4 notes for groups 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Group 1:
For HELCOM we need one model. confidence maps, sub-basin level: Yes!
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Group 2:
Sub-basin -> entire sea
Decrease in resolution
Decrease in certainty
Increase in number of pressures
National level is necessary for local management
Group 3:
Model at an ecologically relevant scale
-> national boarders, national data also at different leels
-> how to validate data/methods if done at a national level?
Need to report uncertainties when national data used
 Both sub-basin and Baltic Sea scale considerable
Data quality vs. regional assessment needs
->National data might also be “bad quality” so national approach should not be highlighted
->Need to standardize data precision in data rich and data poor regions
Group 4: -pressures rather than impacts
If the habitat types respond similarly to single pressure the modelling should be on a regional scale.
If there is a specific regional response, downscaling is needed.

Discussion in plenary Q3:
In general increasing the spatial scale is decreasing the regional precision and accuracy, making the results
less appropriate for e.g. management. On the national level local knowledge is still required for local
management and decision making. This is also the level at which the accuracy of the data is the highest. But
it is important to remember that modelling at an ecologically relevant scale does not follow national borders.
Modelling covering large areas has led to situations where a signal is no longer visible due to different
environmental gradients (e.g. coastline of Finland). Thus modelling of smaller scale within the same
environmental gradient, would be a preferred method. For some pressures however, e.g. bottom trawling
Baltic Sea scale is the most appropriate.
Overall the meeting concluded that due to presence of environmental gradients, modelling must on
occasions be carried out in a more defined regional scale.

Agenda item 4 Environmental targets
The workshop established two separate breakout groups that provided the following answers to the still
open questions:
1.

How to use Red List assessment work (results) in assessing the status/setting thresholds to marine
habitats?

2. What is the way to approach the topic of setting environmental targets through definition of status
and thresholds of marine habitats?
3. Can ecosystem services approach be used when defining thresholds/targets or GES in marine
habitats?

Answers to Q1:
Red listed habitats are already used to address sensitivity: e.g. endangered habitats are the most vulnerable
and therefore considered to be most sensitive.
The red listed habitats that exists within a broader habitat type could be evaluated or addressed with
weighting the expected impact of pressure(s) with higher impact values depending on the threatened status,
considering each pressure.
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In general the red list assessments were considered to be useful for pressure and impact assessments, but
not for impact modelling.
Different threat and sensitivity assessments have different categories, which in turn are defined and
described differently. Hence they cannot be combined, but have to be used in parallel. e.g. if a habitat or
species or biotope is endangered, but it can be GES evaluated for the past 5 years, then you can state that
now it is doing fine.

Answers to Q2:
The importance of understanding that setting a target doesn’t have to mean reaching reference condition
was highlighted. A target is something that is set, within a reasonable boundary and often e.g. 75% is
considered to be an acceptable level.
BSAP maximum allowable nutrient load is an example of an already established target and the workshop was
of the opinion that this topic should be approached using these simple and already existing examples.
Understanding how pressures and impacts function, both from an anthropogenic/socio-economical and an
ecological viewpoint are fundamental to setting targets. Localized and direct pressures tend to be easier to
tackle and could be used as “low hanging fruit” e.g. impact of trawling which is both localized and can be
directly managed vs. hypoxia which the result of several diffuse pressures, some of which cannot be managed
at all.
Cumulative pressure information does not directly allow targets to be agreed, as it is unable to detect the
specific pressure. However, they can be used to identify areas to target, or pressures which have a
disproportionally large effect on the cumulative impact across areas.

Answers to Q3:
The workshop is of the opinion that currently the links between ecosystem services and GES are not well
understood and can therefore not be directly used in the work on setting targets..

Conclusion and future work
The comments, discussions and input received during the collaborative workshop will be used to further
the work by the leads under Theme 4. The work towards each deliverable is expected to proceed as
follows:
WP 4.1.1 A step-wise method guideline for carrying out a technical assessment of the lost, disturbed and
adversely affected area (km2) of benthic and pelagic habitat types from different activities.
•

Guidelines for assessment of lost, disturbed and adversely affected area of benthic and
pelagic habitat types. Delivered by 15 December.

WP 4.1.2 A practical guidance how different levels of EUNIS habitats (e.g. broader and more-detailed
HELCOM underwater biotopes, both pelagic and benthic) can be tackled within the same assessment.
•

Draft guidelines on how to integrate different levels of habitat classifications (broader and
more detailed). Circulated to IN-BENTHIC within October.

WP 4.2.1 Definition of adversely affected habitats.
•

Report with proposed definition of adversely affected habitats based on testing. SYKE to
finalize modelling by 30 October. All partners to deliver definitions by 15 November.
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WP 4.2.2 Spatial data layers with realistic extent estimates of lost and disturbed habitats.
•

SYKE to provide information on extent by 15 December.

WP 4.2.3 A cross-comparison of the area lost or disturbed against status assessments under different
regimes (EU WFD, EU HBD, MSFD, HELCOM HOLAS I/II or core indicators).
•

EMI to deliver by 15 November.

WP 4.2.4 Test thresholds for an assessment of habitats.
•

Draft assessment of status of habitats based on proposed thresholds. SYKE and AquaBiota
to deliver by 30 November.

WP 4.2.5 Propose how the thresholds can be applied for the development of environmental targets
affecting seabed habitats.


Guidelines for defining thresholds. SYKE to deliver by 30 November.
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